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Mechanism of Nitrones and Allenoates Cascade Reactions for the 
Synthesis of Dihydro[1,2-a]indoles   
Wes Lee, †,a Mingbin Yuan,†,a Chris Acha, †,a Ashley Onwu, and Osvaldo Gutierrez a 

Quantum mechanical calculations (DLPNO-CCSD(T) and dispersion-
corrected DFT) are employed to gain insights into the mechanism 
and selectivity in the catalytic synthesis of  dihydropyrido[1,2-
a]indoles from the cascade reaction between nitrones and allenes. 
Implications for controlling diverging pathways is discussed. 

Development of controlled cascade reactions offers the 
potential to rapidly access diverse chemical library scaffolds for 
applications in medicinal chemistry and biology.1 In particular, 
given the presence of heterocycles in many of the top-selling 
pharmaceutical drugs,2 the synthesis of heterocyclic libraries 
remains a highly active area of chemical research.3 Tufariello,4 
Ucella,5 Blechert,6 Padwa,7 Ishar,8 and Anderson9 have 

demonstrated the use of N-substituted nitrones and allenes 
precursors towards the synthesis of heterocyclic scaffolds.10 
More recently, Anderson extended the use of cascade reactions 
between nitrones and allenes towards the diastereoselective 
catalytic synthesis of dihydropyrido[1,2-a]indoles using 
hydrogen-bonding catalysts (Scheme 1).11,12 However, the 
overall mechanism and origin of selectivity for the thermal and 

thiourea-catalysed reaction and related transformations are 
poorly understood thus diminishing widespread applicability. 
Herein we use quantum mechanical calculations (DLPNO-
CCSD(T) and dispersion corrected DFT) to gain insights into the 
mechanism of these cascade reactions. Implications for rational 

design of cascade reactions using nitrones and allenes as 
precursors is described. 

The working hypothesis for the title cascade reaction is 
shown in Scheme 2. Addition of nitrone 1 to the electrophilic 
carbon of the allene 2 leads to the formation of zwitterionic 
intermediate A. In turn, intermediate A can undergo a [3,3]-
sigmatropic rearrangement/H-shift leading to the formation of 
enamino-ketone B. Facile tautomerization of B will then form 
the corresponding enanimo-enol C. From C, two divergent 
pathways are proposed leading to the observed hetereocyclic 
products 3 and 4 : 1) Intramolecular Mannich addition leading 
to benzazepine 4 (blue) and 2) Intramolecular hetero Diels-
Alder reaction leading to fused indoline D (red), which can then 
undergo dehydration to form dihydropyridoindole 3. Notably, 
control experiments determined that the formation of 
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Scheme 1 Synthesis of dihydropyrido[1,2-a]indoles via cascade reaction 
from nitrones and allenes reported by Anderson. 

 
Scheme 2 Proposed mechanisms for the formation of 3 and 4 from nitrone 
A and allenoate B.
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benzazepine 4 is irreversible and does not convert to product 3. 
However, the factors controlling the divergent reactivity, 
selectivity, and mechanism are not known.11 Herein, we 
disclose a detailed quantum mechanical study on these 
transformations. As representative system, we model all aryl 
groups as phenyl groups in the nitrone component and no other 
truncations were applied to the experimental system. Unless 
otherwise stated, all optimizations were performed at the M06-
2X13/6-31G(d,p) level of theory in an implicit solvent 
(chloroform) using CPCM solvation model14 as implemented in 
GAUSSIAN09.15 Further, to refine energetics, we also performed 
single point energy calculations using Domain-based Local Pair-
Natural Orbital Coupled-Cluster singles and doubles method 
plus perturbative triples (DLPNO-CCSD(T)) using def2-TZVPP 
basis as implemented in ORCA16. The DLPNO-CCSD(T) method is 
known to provide accurate energies (within 3 kJ mol-1) 17 and 
has recently been applied to study organic reaction 
mechanisms18 and non-covalent interactions.19 Further, for 
comparison we also performed single point energy calculations 
using a higher dielectric implicit solvent (water) at the M06-
2X/6-31G(d,p)-CPCM level of theory.  All 3D structures were 
generated using CYLview.20 

We began our mechanistic studies by computing the barrier 
for the O-nucleophilic attack of nitrone 1’ to the most 
electrophilic internal carbon of the allene 2 (Figure 1, red).  As 
shown in Figure 1, the barrier for C-O bond formation is 21-27 
kcal/mol (depending on the method), which are both feasible at 
experimental conditions, but that will lead to the formation of 
highly endergonic (14-23 kcal/mol higher in energy) zwitterionic 
intermediate A’. Given that this intermediate is significantly 

uphill in energy (even in highly polar solvent) it is unlikely that it 
can be detected in solution. Nonetheless, from the zwitterionic 
intermediate A’, a subsequent [3,3]-sigmatropic and H-shift 
cascade reaction could lead to enamino-ketone B’’ (Figure 1, 
red). However, the 32-35 kcal/mol barrier required for the [3,3]-
sigmatropic shift (via TS[3,3]-A’) leading to the corresponding 
azallenium B’ intermediate is insurmountable at the 
experimental conditions! This insurmountable energy barrier 
led use to considered exploring alternative pathways that 
would lead to experimentally observed products 2 and 4 
without proceeding via zwitterionic intermediate A. 

Previously, a [3+2] dipolar cycloaddition between nitrones 
and allenes followed by [3,3]-sigmatropic shift, and retro-
Mannich cascade reaction has been proposed as an alternative 
pathway leading to the formation of enamino-ketones such as 
B’’.

10 As shown in Figure 1 (green-blue), calculations show that 
the [3+2] dipolar cycloaddition between nitrone 1’ and allene 2 
is feasible (overall barrier is only 16-21 kcal/mol) via TS[3+2] and 
irreversible (downhill in energy by ca. 20-27 kcal/mol) leading 
to cycloaddition adduct A’’. A closer look at the chemo- and 
regioselectivity of the purported [3+2] dipolar cycloaddition is 
shown in Scheme 3. Calculations demonstrate a significant 
energetic preference for cycloaddition via TS[3+2]-A-anti (simply 
labelled as TS[3+2] in Figure 1) and TS[3+2]-A-syn (overall barrier is 
only ca. 16-17 kcal/mol) forming the diastereomeric anti and 
syn A’’, respectively, adducts exclusively (i.e., A’';  Figure 1).  
Moreover, in all other modes of cycloaddition including modes 
leading to exo methylene (CH2) regio-isomers (TS[3+2]-A’-anti 
and TS[3+2]-A’- syn) or exo 2-methoxy-2-oxoethylidene 
(CHCO2Me) isomers (TS[3+2]-B-anti, TS[3+2]-B-syn, TS[3+2]-B’-anti, 

Fig. 1 Reaction profile. Free energies (kcal/mol) were computed using M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)-CPCM(chloroform, DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPP-
CPCM(chloroform)//M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)-CPCM(chloroform) [in brackets] and M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)-CPCM(water)// M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)-CPCM(chloroform).
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and TS[3+2]-B’-syn) are significantly higher in energy (ca. 7-15 
kcal/mol) and therefore not productive. A closer look at the 
lowest energy transition states (Scheme 3, inset) reveals a very 
asynchronous transition state, in which the most nucleophilic 
oxygen of the nitrone forms the bond with most electrophilic 
carbon of allene before undergoing C-C bond formation. Thus, 

these asynchronous transition state structures can be viewed 
(and used to rationalize the chemo- and regioselectivity) as 
formation of the incipient more stable enolate-like structure 
(along the concerted pathway) that will then undergo 
nucleophilic attack to form the C-C bond. Overall, the first step 
in the reaction between aryl nitrones and allenes is a highly 
chemo- and regio-selective [3+2] cycloaddition leading to the 
formation of anti and syn A’’ diastereomers (Figure 1, green). 
Only the lowest energy isomer is shown for simplicity.  

From cycloaddition adduct A’’, we located a subsequent 
[3,3]-sigmatropic dearomatization step (via TS[3,3]-A’’) that leads 
directly to a highly exergonic (ca. -42 kcal/mol) seven-member 
ring 4’, which is a precursor to benzazepine 4’’. Overall, the 
barrier for this step is 19-26 kcal/mol which is feasible at the 
experimental conditions. Further, given that the barrier to 
undergo the [3+2] cycloaddition is facile and that the 
subsequent dearomatization step is significantly higher in 
energy, we predict that through careful control of the 

temperature it may be possible to observe (and even isolate) of 
cycloaddition adducts (i.e., A”).

10 Alternatively, if A’’ is 
synthesized by an alternative(independent) method, subjecting 
this species to thermal reaction is expected to yield similar 
products as the reaction of 1” + 2. 

Importantly, calculations show that imine 4’ can lead to both 
experimentally observed products 4’’ and B’’. Specifically, the 
barrier to undergo a retro-Mannich reaction (via TS-4’) from 4’ 
is 20-26 kcal/mol leading to highly exergonic B’’ (Figure 1, blue). 
Further, consistent with previous experimental results, the 
formation of 4’’, presumably via rearomatization of 4’ (not 
calculated), is irreversible (barrier to equilibrate to B’’ via TS-4’ 
is > 50 kcal/mol!). Overall, the [3+2], dearomative [3,3]-
sigmatropic rearrangement, retro-Mannich cascade reaction 
(green-blue) is energetically favored than the addition to allene, 
[3,3], and H-transfer cascade reaction (red) leading to the 
formation of both 4’’ and B’’ (Fig. 1). Notably, 4’ is the 
bifurcating point in this cascade reaction in which an H-shift (not 

calculated) will form the more energetically stable benzazepine 

 
Scheme 3 Relative barriers for [3+2] cycloaddition step between nitrone 
and allenoate. Free energies (kcal/mol) were computed using M06-2X/6-
31G(d,p)-CPCM(chloroform). 

Scheme 4 Relative barriers for [4+2] cycloaddition. Free energies 
(kcal/mol; with respect to B’’) were computed using M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)-
CPCM(chloroform)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)-CPCM(chloroform) and DLPNO-
CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPP-CPCM(chloroform)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)-
CPCM(chloroform)  [in brackets]. 
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4’’ while a retro-Mannich reaction (via TS-4’) will lead to the 
azallenium intermediate B’, which can then isomerize (not 
calculated) to the more thermodynamically stable imine B’’.21 

Further, a closer look at the retro-Mannich transition state 
TS-4’ reveals a very late and asynchronous transition state 
(Figure 1, inset). This implies that, consistent with Hammond’s 
postulate, the transition state resembles the highly endergonic 
azallenium intermediate B’ which is expected to have a 
significant build-up of positive charge at nitrogen. As such, we 
expect that through careful tuning of the electronics of the 
group meta to the azallenium moiety one can raise or lower the 
barrier for the retro-Mannich step (e.g., TS-4’). Indeed, 
quantum mechanical calculations show that energy difference 
between meta-substituted 4’ and B’’  intermediates (and hence 
the barrier) decreases with electron-donating groups (e.g.; H = 
18.2 vs. m-OMe = 16.7 kcal/mol) and increases with more 
electron-withdrawing groups (m-Cl = 18.7 and m-CF3 = 20.2 
kcal/mol). Thus, these results predict that one might be able to 
diverge the selectivity to B’’ with strongly electron-donating 
groups at the meta position of the aryl ring in the aryl-nitrone 
or hinder the formation of this intermediate with strongly 
electron-withdrawing aryl nitrones.   

Having established the feasibility and bifurcating pathways 

leading to adducts 4’’ and B’’ from dearomatized dihydro-

benzoazepinone 4’, we then explored the thermal barriers for 
the  [4+2] cycloaddition from the corresponding enol isomer of 
B’’.11 Previously, Anderson showed that at room temperature 
the cascade reaction could be stopped at the enanimo-enol C 
intermediate (Scheme 2).11 Specifically, control experiments by 
Anderson demonstrated the formation of both imine B and 
benzazepine 4 in the thermal reaction (at 25 OC) between 
nitrone and allenes (Scheme 2).11 When the reaction mixture of 
B and 4 was heated to 80 OC, the reaction produce the 
dihydropyrido[1,2-a]indole 3, presumably from the hetero 
Diels-Alder reaction/dehydration sequence (Scheme 2).9b  
Taken together, these results imply that formation of B and 4 is 
feasible at lower temperatures but the formation of 3 (from 4) 
requires elevated temperatures in order to overcome the 
presume higher overall barrier (vide infra) to undergo the [4+2] 
cycloaddition.

Fig. 2 Reaction profile for thermal and thiourea-catalyzed [4+2] cycloaddition. Free energies (kcal/mol) were computed using M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)-
CPCM(chloroform)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)-CPCM(chloroform).
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Indeed, as shown in Scheme 4, the overall barriers for the 
thermal [4+2] cycloaddition are high (>24-33 kcal/mol 
depending on the method) thus explaining the need for higher 
temperatures to form 3. Further, the [4+2] cyclization is 
exothermic (8-14 kcal/mol) leading to the corresponding 
diastereomeric fused indoles (D-cis, D-cis’, D-trans, and D-
trans’) which can then undergo facile dehydration to form the 
much more thermodynamically (downhill by 20-26 kcal/mol) 
stable and nearly isoenergetic dihydropyrido[1,2-a]indoles 3-cis 
and 3-trans.  A closer look at the [4+2] transition state 
structures (Scheme 5) reveals that the lowest energy 
cycloaddition transition state structures (cis-endo and cis-exo) 
benefit from an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the OH 
and CO2Me of the enol moiety (Scheme 5, bottom). Moreover, 
the lowest energy [4+2] transition state structure (i.e., cis-endo) 
will lead to the formation of the cis dihydroindole, after 
dehydration (not calculated), while the lowest energy transition 
state leading to the trans dihydroindole (i.e., cis-exo) state is 
only ca. 1 kcal/mol higher in energy. The small energy difference 
implies that subtle changes to the reaction condition could tilt 
the selectivity as was shown experimentally. Specifically, the 
selectivity for the uncatalyzed [4+2] product (at elevated 
temperatures, Scheme 1) was shown to depend on the solvent 
and additives and varies from trans being favoured (3.5: 1 
trans/cis) to cis as major product (1: 1.6 trans/cis).  Finally, the 
diastereomeric transition states with the trans relationship 
between the OH and CO2Me (trans-endo and trans-exo) are 
higher in energy (3-6 kcal/mol), presumably due to the lack of 
intramolecular H-bond. In all cases, the endo transition state 
structures that benefit from secondary orbital interactions,22 
are lower in energy. Also, the cis-endo and trans-exo transition 
states are further destabilized due to 1,3-strain between the C-
OH and the C-Me bonds. Overall, these interactions play a 
crucial role in the low diastereoselectivity of the thermal 
hetero-Diels-Alder reaction.   

Previously, it was shown that thioureas can increase the 
selectivity of the Diels-Alder products from ca. 1:1 up to 15:1  
trans : cis and shown to promote the formation of final product 
from imine B (presumably by accelerating the Diels-
Alder/dehydration step; Figure 2). To gain insights at the effect 
of thiourea in controlling reactivity and selectivity, we 
performed computational modelling using the full system and 
thiourea catalyst used in experiment with focus on the Diels-
Alder step.23 As shown in Figure 2, the thiourea A catalyst 
lowers the barriers of all the diastereomeric Diels-Alder 
transition states by 2-5 kcal/mol. Thus, in agreement with 
experiment, the [4+2] cycloaddition step is expected to be 
accelerated by the addition of thiourea catalyst. Given the 
errors associated with free energies,24 we analysed in detail the 
relative energies and enthalpies (that are less prone to errors) 
to get a better representation of the relative energies between 
the lowest transition states leading to 3-cis and 3-trans (Scheme 
6). As shown in Scheme 6, closer inspection at the lowest energy 
diastereomeric transition states cis-endo-cat and cis-exo-cat 
reveals a ca. 2 kcal/mol energetic preference, in both 
chloroform and highly polar solvent, for cis-exo-cat. This 
energetic preference predicts, in agreement with experiment, 

the formation of 3-trans as the major diastereomer. Notably, 
both diastereomeric transition states are highly asynchronous 
(C-N bond forms first) and both benefit from an intramolecular 
hydrogen bond. However, the much more asynchronous cis-
exo-cat transition state presumably benefits from a stronger C-
H•••π interaction between the ester moiety and aryl ring of the 
substrate as evident from the much shorter C-H distance (3.26 
vs. 3.77 Å). 

Conclusions
Cascade reactions between nitrones and allenes have been 
shown to be sensitive to reaction conditions and often require 
elevated temperatures. In this work, we used quantum 
mechanical calculations to investigate the mechanism of these 
transformations. Overall, high-level quantum mechanical 
calculations favor the cascade reaction initiated by a highly 
chemo- and regioselective [3+2] dipolar cyclization. 
Furthermore, calculations revealed a fused, dearomatized 
imine heterocycle as a branching point leading to two 
experimentally observed intermediates. Finally, calculations on 
the hetero Diels-Alder step are consistent with the barrier 
lowering with the H-bond catalysts and identify a C-H•••π 
interaction as critical element for controlling 
diastereoselectivity. We hope that this work will guide future 
reaction design to control divergent pathways in these cascade 
reactions. 
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